
L Celle® Chairs

12-year, 3-shift warranty

Like all Herman Miller products, the Celle chair is durable for long-term performance and value. As a statement of our confidence in
its quality, Celle is covered by the Herman Miller Warranty—a straightforward promise that we stand behind that quality 100 percent.
The 12-year, 3-shift warranty covers all standard elements and includes labor on all warranty work.

easy optionsSM capability
Our versatile, flexible products give people real choices. If they need something extra, we can do that, too,
from modifying existing products to developing new ones. For more information on our Easy Options capability,
please visit www.HermanMiller.com/easyoptions.

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers,
please visit us at www.HermanMiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
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Jerome Caruso

Celle Chair with Smooth Upholstered Seat and Back OptionCelle Chair with Smooth Upholstered Seat

multiple applications

Jerome Caruso designed Celle chairs to be used
in workstations, private offices, conference rooms,
team areas, or community spaces—in business,
healthcare, and learning environments. With its
Cellular Suspension, trim lines, and color choices,
Celle blends with a spectrum of surroundings. For
an alternative look, the Latitude™ upholstery option
adds a little foam-free padding without adding bulk.

Smart, supportive, unique

Celle Chair



a chair that works
with you

Celle is uniquely suited
to respond—to your shape,
your motion, and the needs of
your workplace. When you sit,
its innovative Cellular Suspension™

provides immediate comfort
and support. As you work, it
flexes with your movements. Celle
adjusts easily and rides fluidly
for exceptional performance in
a lower-cost work chair. Designed
for application throughout a
workplace, it complements
interiors with thoughtful colors
and a quiet look.

intelligent innovation

Cellular Suspension is a pliable matrix of small pads, called cells, which are connected by
spring-like loops. The molded-polymer cells and loops are engineered so that areas of
the seat and back have different amounts of flex to properly support different parts of the
body. In the backrest, for example, the scapular region has more flex so it gives when you
move or recline. The sacral area has less flex for firm lower-back support.

ergonomic control and comfort

The Harmonic™ tilt lets a person maintain balance and control while moving smoothly
throughout the 28-degree tilt range. Seat and back contours provide healthful support.
A passive PostureFit® contour at the backrest’s base keeps the spine properly aligned
during upright or forward sitting. With its full package of adjustments and adaptable
Cellular Suspension, a Celle chair fits almost everyone comfortably.

Adjustments include seat height and depth; arm width, height, and pivot; tilt limiter and
tilt tension; forward seat angle; and lumbar height and depth.

environmental design

Celle was developed using Herman Miller’s demanding cradle-to-cradle protocol, so the
chair is friendly to the earth. Celle is MBDC cradle-to-cradle gold certified. It’s durable, its
material content is safe, and Celle is Greenguard certified. Celle is 99 percent recyclable,
with 33 percent recycled content, and it disassembles in less than five minutes for recycling.

Convenient controls

Full range of adjustmentsSmooth, balanced Harmonic tiltCellular Suspension body support
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